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Shawarma Grill House 

"Shawarma & Falafel"

On the popular pedestrian street of Strget, you will find several small

Shawarma restaurants. This is the oldest and biggest of them all.

Shawarma Grill House is divided into two floors; you choose the ground

floor if you are hungry and don't have too much time. On the first floor, on

the other hand, you sit down and make yourself a bit more comfortable. It

is a colorful place with at least five different ethnic groups represented at

any one time within the clientele. This food is the Turkish/North

African/Middle Eastern answer to burgers, fried chicken and spring rolls:

pita breads stuffed with falafel, Shawarma (beef or chicken), tuna, etc.

 +45 3312 6323  www.shawarmagrillhouse.

dk/

 mail@shawarmagrillhouse.

dk

 Frederiksberggade 36,

Copenhagen

 by yummyporky   

Strøg Shawarma 

"City Favorite"

Strøg Shawarma had humble beginnings operating as a street joint, but

over the years has progressed to a sit-down restaurant with a loyal

clientele. Besides its ultra popular shawarma, Strøg also offers a

delectable choice of kebabs, grilled specialties and American style

burgers with fries. The interiors, with a contemporary design scheme and

excellent lighting choices, are a lively affair. Considered to be one of the

best places for shawarma in the city, Strøg is perfect for a quick bite when

touring the town.

 +45 3313 7284  www.strogshawarma.dk  shawarma97@hotmail.com  Frederiksberggade 5,

Copenhagen
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Ahaaa - Det Arabiske Madhus- 

"Delicious Finger Food"

Ahaaa - Det Arabiske Madhus is an Arabian restaurant located in North

Copenhagen , that offers up a variety of delicious dishes that come with a

punch of flavor. Enjoy items like falafels, shawarmas, kebabs and pita

sandwiches at this cozy eatery. With textured red walls and lanterns that

hang from the ceiling, the ambiance here is casual and fun. For a quick

meal, this eatery is among the tastier options in the area.

 +45 3539 0085  ahaaa.dk/  Info@ahaaa.dk  Blågårdsgade 21,

Copenhagen
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